
Scribe by FNW 
 
Arrived at the Tin Mine Museum worried about all the surrounding 
hills climbed on the Tin-Man. This turned out not to be the case as 
the French Connection ingeniously took us through endless earth-
moving sites complete with many trucks and LOTS of bull-dust. Still a 
pleasant shady, paved lager with much-needed cold piss. 
At least I got a proper seat for doing the words though, as usual, it 
was hard to make out what was going on due to noisy bastards. Gm 
opened the circle with the traditional hares who were, deservedly, put 
straight on the ice and given a toilet of beer. Some sexy falang girls, 
with real tits were in next and were put on the ice to give the boys 
something cool to slip into….. 
There were many run offences: He did a run this morning as well so 
deserved a beer and his and Minnie-mouses nos were the same 
when up-ended 69 I think: SADG and Jungle Balls on ice for 
something: Naheeman on ice for lying about trail at check and given 
Flubber award: Swollen called in Blue Harlot for having 3 year old 
Skye on his knee and telling story about trains and tunnels:Testicle 
Tom in for something and Houston Basher for something else: Lastly 
Creature for looking good while avoiding checking. 
GM called in hares and Thai Connections for getting a good run site. 
Then Swollen and David (can I get a beer for forgetting his hash 
name – cheers) for following GM and discussing a new Olympic 
condom – comes in gold, silver and bronze – gold for use with wife as 
hubby always comes 1st, Siver for something and bronze for asshole 
bandits. 
1st steward, Chicken George. Hares in for obvious reasons, Rocks, 
bulldust, scree, trucks etc. CG was at getting out of gaol party for Dr 
Dolittle who got away with B10,000 + 2 yrs probation + community 
service (wot for ??!). Aussies in to usual chant – lots of them – 
Apparently Blastoff trying to sell empty trophy cabinet………. No 
Ashes, no Tri-nations, no Davis Cup etc.(enough of this shit). 
Nahhe’s mum in for baby-sitting Skye and rescuing 3 year-old virgin 
from Blue Harlot. Barbara Woodhouse and Secret Banana Gobbler 
as he’s not only deaf but going blind as well – wanker. Putin my arse 
on ice for posh but not hash dress – arse an ugly sight, in for being 
cheat or Russian – same same apparently. Blondes in – fuck knows 
why but all good. 



Dambuster doing announcements. Many (ran out of fingers - heaps) 
virgins in for the usual mistreatment by SADG – cold water DOES 
make nipples stick out but definitely not pricks!! 5 visitors in and the 2 
volunteers were not good with the plastic pipes. New member blom 
blam alim or something – sooner he gets a proper name the better. 
Wrongway a visiting hasher iced for no shirt. New members were 
Insumran Rim, Denny Bowman, Carlson Craig. Lots of returners too 
and I can’t be arsed to write all the names down. 
Wanda in as 2nd steward. He’d taken a week to prepare but none of 
the victims came (?). He got on bus to find Houston Basher (iced) 
raving on about his 4 virgins – 3 were OK but the 4th is a Bloke. Nice 
and short anyway. 
GM put talc banana and deodorant X 3 on ground and she SADG 
and  Jungle Balls made a mess of themselves – no idea why?? Good 
skit tho’. Naheeman in again – How could this scumbag come from 
between lovely mum’s legs? Good question!! Happy birthday GM (?) 
song and something about being black (?). Numbered runs 400 for 
Testicle Tom and Inspector Clouseau. 
3rd Steward Blue Harlot. Andrex have bought out a new bogroll with 
outlines of Pakis on it – you colour it in when you wipe your arse!! 
Elton and wife David have a baby (true) and Eltons changing nappy… 
Reminds him of David…is it the blue eyes, handsome features, 
brown hair… NO it’s the shit on his dick. Thankyou yet again BH. 
Getting dark so I gave up… US in to usual dumb dee dumb, dumb 
dumb for something and then hares got a good run _ circle closed. 
Fuckin’ Near Water. 
 
 


